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We present our urrent progress on the design and
analysis of path planning algorithms based on Rapidlyexploring Random Trees (RRTs). The basis for our
methods is the in remental onstru tion of sear h trees
that attempt to rapidly and uniformly explore the state
spa e, o ering bene ts that are similar to those obtained by other su essful randomized planning methods; however, RRTs are parti ularly suited for problems
that involve di erential onstraints. Basi properties of
RRTs are established, in luding onvergen e to a uniform overage of non onvex spa es. Several planners
based on RRTs are dis ussed and ompared. Experimental results are presented for planning problems that
involve holonomi onstraints for rigid and arti ulated
bodies, manipulation, nonholonomi onstraints, kinodynami onstraints, kinemati losure onstraints,
and up to twelve degrees of freedom. Key open issues
and areas of future resear h are also dis ussed.
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Introdu tion

Given the vast, growing olle tion of appli ations that
involve the design of motion strategies, the su esses of
motion planning algorithms have just begun to s rat h
its surfa e. The potential for automating motions is
now greater than ever as similar problems ontinue
to emerge in seemingly disparate areas. The traditional needs of roboti ists ontinue to expand in e orts
to automate mobile robots, manipulators, humanoids,
spa e raft, et . Resear hers in omputer graphi s and
virtual reality have in reasing interests in automating
the animations of life-like hara ters or other moving
bodies. In the growing eld of omputational biology,
many geometri problems have arisen, su h as studying the on guration spa es of exible mole ules for

protein-ligand do king and drug design. Virtual prototyping is a rapidly-expanding area that allows the evaluation of proposed me hani al designs in simulation, in
e orts to avoid the osts of onstru ting physi al prototypes. Motion planning te hniques have already been
applied to assembly problems in this area [11℄. As the
power and generality of planning te hniques in rease,
we expe t that more ompli ated problems that inlude di erential onstraints an be solved, su h as the
evaluation of vehi le performan e and safety through
dynami al simulation ondu ted by a virtual \stunt
driver."
As we approa h appli ations of in reasing diÆ ulty,
it be omes lear that planning algorithms need to handle problems that involve a wide variety of models, high
degrees of freedom, ompli ated geometri onstraints,
and nally, di erential onstraints. Although existing
algorithms address some of these on erns, there is relatively little work that addresses all of them simultaneously. This provides the basis for the work presented
in this paper, whi h presents randomized, algorithmi
te hniques for path planning that are parti ular suited
for problems that involve di erential onstraints.
We present an overview of our re ent progress and
plans for future resear h based on our development of
Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRTs) [32℄. The
results and dis ussion presented here summarize and
extend the work presented in [33, 23℄. RRTs build
on ideas from optimal ontrol theory [7℄, nonholonomi planning (see [29℄ for an overview), and randomized path planning [2, 24, 39℄. The basi idea is
to use ontrol-theoreti representations, and in rementally grow a sear h tree from an initial state by applying ontrol inputs over short time intervals to rea h
new states. Ea h vertex in the tree represents a state,

and ea h dire ted edge represents an input that was
applied to rea h the new state from a previous state.
When a vertex rea hes a desired goal region, an openloop traje tory from the initial state is represented by
the tree.
For problems that involve low degrees of freedom,
lassi al dynami programming ideas an be employed
to yield numeri al optimal ontrol solutions for a broad
lass of problems [7, 25, 31℄. Sin e ontrol theorists
have traditionally preferred feedba k solutions, the representation takes the form of a mesh over whi h ostto-go values are de ned using interpolation, enabling
inputs to be sele ted over any portion of the state
spa e. If open-loop solutions are the only requirement, then ea h ell in the mesh ould be repla ed
by a vertex that represents a single state within the
ell. In this ase, ontrol-theoreti numeri al dynami
programming te hnique an oftne be redu ed to the
onstru tion of a tree grown from an initial state. This
idea has been proposed in path planning literature for
nonholonomi [6℄ planning and kinodynami planning
in [15℄. Be ause these methods are based on dynami
programming and systemati exploration of a grid or
mesh, their appli ation is limited to problems with low
degrees of freedom.
We would like to borrow some of the ideas from
numeri al optimal ontrol te hniques, while weakening the requirements enough to obtain methods that
an apply to problems with high degrees of freedom.
As is ommon in most of path planning resear h, we
forego trying to obtain optimal solutions, and attempt
to nd solutions that are \good enough," as long as
they satisfy all of the onstraints. This avoids the use
of dynami programming and systemati exploration
of the spa e; however, a method is needed to guide the
sear h in pla e of dynami programming.
Inspired by the su ess of randomized path planning
te hniques and Monte-Carlo te hniques in general for
addressing high-dimensional problems, it is natural to
onsider adapting existing planning te hniques to our
problems of interest. The primary diÆ ulty with existing te hniques is that, although powerful for standard
path planning, they do not naturally extend to general

problems that involve di erential onstraints. The randomized potential eld method [5℄, while eÆ ient for
holonomi planning, depends heavily on the hoi e of a
good heuristi potential fun tion, whi h ould be ome
a daunting task when onfronted with obsta les, and
di erential onstraints. In the probabilisti roadmap
approa h [2, 24℄, a graph is onstru ted in the on guration spa e by generating random on gurations and
attempting to onne t pairs of nearby on gurations
with a lo al planner that will onne t pairs of on gurations. For planning of holonomi systems or steerable
nonholonomi systems (see [29℄ and referen es therein),
the lo al planning step might be eÆ ient; however, in
general the onne tion problem an be as diÆ ult as
designing a nonlinear ontroller, parti ularly for ompli ated nonholonomi and dynami al systems. The
probabilisti roadmap te hnique might require the onne tions of thousands of on gurations or states to nd
a solution, and if ea h onne tion is akin to a nonlinear
ontrol problem, it seems impra ti al many problems
with di erential onstraints. This has motivated our
development of RRTs.
2

Problem Formulation

The lass of problems onsidered in this paper an be
formulated in terms of the following six omponents:
1. State Spa e: A topologi al spa e, X
2. Boundary Values: xinit 2 X and Xgoal  X
3. Collision Dete tor: A fun tion, D : X !
ftrue; f alseg, that determines whether global onstraints are satis ed from state x. This ould be
a binary-valued or real-valued fun tion.
4. Inputs: A set, U , whi h spe i es the omplete set
of ontrols or a tions that an a e t the state.
5. In remental Simulator: Given the urrent
state, x(t), and inputs applied over a time interval,
fu(t0 )jt  t0  t + tg, ompute x(t + t).
6. Metri : A real-valued fun tion,  : X  X !
[0; 1), whi h spe i es the distan e between pairs
of points in X .

Path planning will generally be viewed as a sear h in
a state spa e, X , for a ontinuous path from an initial
state, xinit to a goal region Xgoal  X or goal state
xgoal . It is assumed that a ompli ated set of global
onstraints is imposed on X , and any solution path
must keep the state within this set. A ollision dete tor reports whether a given state, x, satis es the global
onstraints. We generally use the notation Xfree to refer to the set of all states that satisfy the onstraints.
Lo al, di erential onstraints are e e ted through the
de nition of a set of inputs (or ontrols) and an inremental simulator. Taken together, these two omponents spe ify possible hanges in state. The in remental simulator an be onsidered as the response of a
dis rete-time system (or a ontinuous-time system that
is approximated in dis rete time). Finally, a metri is
de ned to indi ate the loseness of pairs of points in
the state spa e. This metri will be used in Se tion 3,
when the RRT is introdu ed.

Nonholonomi Path Planning Nonholonomi
planning [27℄ addresses problems that involve nonintegrable onstraints on the state velo ities, in addition
to the omponents that appear in the basi path planning problems. These onstraints often arise in many
ontexts su h as wheeled-robot systems [9, 28, 50℄, and
manipulation by pushing [1, 37℄. A re ent survey appears in [29℄. The onstraints often appear in the impli it form hi(q;_ q) = 0 for some i from 1 to k < N (N
is the dimension of C ). By the impli it fun tion theorem, the onstraints an also be expressed in ontroltheoreti form, q_ = f (q; u), in whi h u is an input
hosen from a set of inputs U . Using our general notion, x repla es q to obtain x_ = f (x; u). This form
is often referred to as the state transition equation or
equation of motion. Using the state transition equation, an in remental simulator an be onstru ted by
numeri al integration (using, for example Runge-Kutta
te hniques).

Basi (Holonomi ) Path Planning Path planning

Kinodynami Path Planning For kinoydynami

an generally be viewed as a sear h in a on guration spa e, C , in whi h ea h q 2 C spe i es the position and orientation of one or more geometri allyompli ated bodies in a 2D or 3D world [26, 36℄. The
path planning task is to ompute a ontinuous path
from an initial on guration, qinit , to a goal on guration, qgoal . Thus, X = C , xinit = qinit , xgoal = qgoal ,
and Xfree = Cfree, whi h denotes the set of on gurations for whi h these bodies do not ollide with
any stati obsta les in the world. The obsta les are
modeled ompletely in the world, but an expli it representation of Xfree is not available. However, using
a ollision dete tion algorithm, a given on guration
an be tested. (To be more pre ise, we usually employ a distan e- omputation algorithm that indi ates
how lose the geometri bodies are to violating the onstraints in the world. This an be used to ensure that
intermediate on gurations are ollision free when disrete jumps are made by the in remental simulator.)
The set, U , of inputs is the set of all velo ities x_ su h
that kx_ k  for some positive onstant . The in remental simulator produ es a new state by integration
to obtain, xnew = x + ut, for any given input u 2 U .
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planning, onstraints on both velo ity and a eleration exist, yielding impli it equations of the form
hi (
q ; q;
_ q) = 0 [10, 12, 15, 14, 13, 16, 17, 19, 42, 45℄.
A state, x 2 X , is de ned as x = (q; q_), for q 2 C .
Using the state spa e representation, this an be simply written as a set of m impli it equations of the form
Gi (x; x_ ) = 0, for i = 1; : : : ; m and m < 2N . On e
again, the impli it fun tion theorem is applied to obtain a state transition equation, and an in remental
simulator. The ollision dete tion omponent may also
in lude global onstraints on the velo ity, sin e q_ is part
of the state ve tor. For example, the ollision dete tor might test whether a mobile robot is satisfying a
maximum speed onstraint.

Other Problems A variety of other problems t

within our problem formulation, and an be approa hed using the te hniques in this paper. In general, any open-loop traje tory design problem an formulated be ause the models are mostly borrowed from
ontrol theory. For example, the planner might be used
1

In nonlinear ontrol literature, kinodynami planning is
en ompassed by the de nition of nonholonomi planning.

to ompute a strategy that ontrols an ele tri al ir uit,
or an e onomi system. In some appli ations, a state
transition equation might not be known, but this does
not present a problem. For example, a physi al simulator might be developed by engineers for simulating a
proposed ra ing ar design. The software might simply a ept ontrol inputs at some sampling rate, and
produ e new states. This ould serve dire tly as the
in remental simulator for our approa h. Other minor
variations of the formulation an be onsidered. Timevarying problems an be formulated by augmenting the
state spa e with a time. State-dependent inputs sets
an also be onsidered. For example, a robot engaged
in a grasping task might have di erent inputs available than while navigating. Depending on the state,
di erent de isions would have to be made. Problems
that involve kinemati losure onstraints an also be
addressed; an example is shown in Figure 17.
3

Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees

The Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) was introdu ed in [32℄ as an eÆ ient data stru ture and sampling
s heme to qui kly sear h high-dimensional spa es that
have both algebrai onstraints (arising from obsta les)
and di erential onstraints (arising from nonholonomy
and dynami s). The key idea is to bias the exploration
toward unexplored portions of the spa e by sampling
points in the state spa e, and in rementally \pulling"
the sear h tree toward them. Re ently, at least two
other randomized path planning te hniques have been
proposed that generate a sear h tree: the Ariadne's
lew algorithm [39℄ and the planners in [20, 53℄. Intuitively, these planners attempt to \push" the sear h
tree away from previously- onstru ted verti es, ontrasting the RRT, whi h uses the surrounding spa e
to \pull" the sear h tree, ultimately leading to uniform overage of the state spa e. Furthermore, to the
best of our knowledge, a randomized sear h tree approa h has not been proposed previously for nonholonomi or kinodynami planning. Perhaps the most related approa hes are [50, 48℄, in whi h the probabilisti
roadmap method is ombined with nonholonomi steering te hniques to plan paths for wheeled mobile robot
systems.

BUILD RRT(xinit )
1 T .init(xinit );
2 for k = 1 to K do
3
xrand
RANDOM STATE();
4
EXTEND(T ; xrand);
5 Return T
EXTEND(T ; x)
1 xnear NEAREST NEIGHBOR(x; T );
2 if NEW STATE(x; xnear ; xnew ; unew ) then
3
T .add vertex(xnew );
4
T .add edge(xnear ; xnew ; unew );
5
if xnew = x then
6
Return Rea hed;
7
else
8
Return Advan ed;
9 Return Trapped;
Figure 1: The basi RRT onstru tion algorithm.
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Figure 2: The EXTEND operation.

The basi RRT onstru tion algorithm is given in
Figure 1. A simple iteration in performed in whi h
ea h step attempts to extend the RRT by adding a new
vertex that is biased by a randomly-sele ted state. The
EXTEND fun tion, illustrated in Figure 2, sele ts the
nearest vertex already in the RRT to the given sample
state. The \nearest" vertex is hosen a ording to the
metri , . The fun tion NEW STATE makes a motion
toward x by applying an input u 2 U for some time
in rement t. This input an be hosen at random, or
sele ted by trying all possible inputs and hoosing the
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Figure 3: An RRT is biased by large Voronoi regions to
rapidly explore, before uniformly overing the spa e.

one that yields a new state as lose as possible to the
sample, x (if U is in nite, then an approximation or
analyti al te hnique an be used). In the ase of holonomi planning, the optimal value for u an be hosen
easily by a simple ve tor al ulation. NEW STATE
also impli itly uses the ollision dete tion fun tion to
determine whether the new state (and all intermediate
states) satisfy the global onstraints. For many problems, this an be performed qui kly (\almost onstant
time") using in remental distan e omputation algorithms [18, 34, 40℄ by storing the relevant invariants
with ea h of the RRT verti es. If NEW STATE is su essful, the new state and input are represented in xnew
and unew , respe tively. Three situations an o ur:
Rea hed, in whi h the new vertex rea hes the sample x
(for the nonholonomi planning ase, we might instead
have a threshold, kxnew xk <  for a small  > 0);
Advan ed, in whi h a new vertex xnew 6= x is added to
the RRT; Trapped, in whi h NEW STATE fails to produ e a state that lies in Xfree. The top row of Figure
3 shows an RRT for a holonomi planning problem,
onstru ted in a 2D square spa e. The lower gure
shows the Voronoi diagram of the RRT verti es; note
that the probability that a vertex is sele ted for extension is proportional to the area of its Voronoi region.
This biases the RRT to rapidly explore. In Se tion 4 it
is shown that RRTs also arrive at a uniform overage
of the spa e, whi h is also a desirable property of the
probabilisti roadmap planner.

Analysis of RRTs

This se tion provides some analysis of RRTs, and indi ates several open problems for future investigation.
A key result shown so far is that the distribution of
the RRT verti es onverges to the sampling distribution, whi h is usually uniform. This urrently has been
shown for holonomi planning in a non onvex state
spa e. We have also veri ed the results through simulations and hi-square tests. We have generally had
many experimental su esses, indi ated in Se tion 6,
that far ex eed our urrent analysis apabilities. Considerable e ort remains to lose the gap between our
experimental su ess, and the analysis that supports
the su ess.
The limiting distribution of verti es Let Dk (x)
denote a random variable whose value is the distan e
of x to the losest vertex in G, in whi h k is the number
of verti es in an RRT. Let dk denote the value of Dk .
Let  denote the in remental distan e traveled in the
EXTEND pro edure (the RRT step size).
Consider the ase of a holonomi planning problem,
in whi h x_ = u (the in remental simulator permits motion in any dire tion). The rst lemma establishes that
the RRT will ( onverging in probability) ome arbitrarily lose to any point in a onvex spa e.

Lemma 1 Suppose Xfree is a

onvex, bounded, open,
subset of an n-dimensional state spa e.
For any x 2 Xfree and positive onstant  > 0,
lim P [dk (x) < ℄ = 1.

n-dimensional

k!1

The next lemma extends the result from onvex
spa es to non onvex spa es.

Lemma 2 Suppose Xfree

is a non onvex, bounded,
open, n-dimensional onne ted omponent of an ndimensional state spa e. For any x 2 Xfree and positive real number  > 0, then nlim
P [dn (x) < ℄ = 1.
!1

For holonomi path planning, this immediately implies the following:

Theorem 3 Suppose

xinit and xgoal lie in the
same onne ted omponent of a non onvex, bounded,

open, n-dimensional onne ted omponent of an ndimensional state spa e. The probability that an RRT
onstru ted from xinit will nd a path to xgoal approa hes one as the number of RRT verti es approa hes
in nity.

This establishes probabilisti ompleteness, as de ned
in [26℄, of the basi RRT.
The next step is to hara terize the limiting distribution of the RRT verti es. Let X denote a ve tor-valued
random variable that represents the sampling pro ess
used to onstru t an RRT. This re e ts the distribution
of samples that are returned by the RANDOM STATE
fun tion in the EXTEND algorithm. Usually, X is
hara terized by a uniform probability density fun tion over Xfree; however, we will allow X to be hara terized by any smooth probability density fun tion.
Let Xk denote a ve tor-valued random variable that
represents the distribution of the RRT verti es.

Theorem 4 Xk

onverges to X in probability.

We now onsider the more general ase. Suppose
that motions obtained from the in remental simulator
are lo ally onstrained. For example, they might arise
by integrating x_ = f (x; u) over some time t. Suppose
that the number of inputs to the in remental simulator is nite, t is onstant, no two RRT verti es lie
within a spe i ed  > 0 of ea h other a ording to ,
and that EXTEND hooses the input at random. It
may be possible eventually to remove some of these restri tions; however, we have not yet pursued this route.
Suppose xinit and xgoal lie in the same onne ted omponent of a non onvex, bounded, open, n-dimensional
onne ted omponent of an n-dimensional state spa e.
In addition, there exists a sequen e of inputs, u , u ,
: : :, uk , that when applied to xinit yield a sequen e of
states, xinit = x , x , x , : : :, xk = xgoal . All of
these states lie in the same open onne ted omponent
of Xfree.
The following establishes the probabilisti ompleteness of the nonholonomi planner.
1

0

1

2

2
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Theorem 5 The probability that the RRT initialized
at xinit will ontain xgoal as a vertex approa hes one
as the number of verti es approa hes in nity.

Other Properties Several other properties of RRTs

are brie y dis ussed as part of our ongoing resear h.
The analysis obtained thus far is helpful in establishing
several useful properties of RRTs; however, onsiderable open questions remain. One of the key diÆ ulties
at present is hara terizing the rate of onvergen e of
RRT-based planners. In numerous simulation experiments we have observed fast onvergen e toward solutions, but it has been hallenging to obtain theoreti al
bounds on performan e that mat h our observations.
Consider the holonomi planning ase. We have already established that the RRT verti es onverge to the
sampling distribution, but what about the \rapidlyexploring" property? It was argued using Voronoi diagrams in Se tion 3, that RRT growth is strongly biased toward unexplored portions of the state spa e. It
would be valuable to have pre ise bounds on this rapid
exploration. Suppose that X is a dis with in nite radius (this an be de ned more pre isely using limits)
in the plane, and that xinit is at the enter. We expe t the RRT in this ase to rapidly advan e in a small
number of dire tions, as opposed to trying to ll the
spa e near xinit . The \bran hes" of the RRT an be
roughly hara terized by ounting the number of verti es in the onvex hull of the RRT. We have observed
experimentally that after the rst few iterations, there
are only a few verti es in the hull, regardless of the
number of RRT verti es. Figure 4.a shows a typi al
result, in whi h the RRT has three major bran hes,
ea h roughly 120 degrees apart. We spe ulate that the
number of major bran hes is linear in the dimension of
the spa e, and that the expe ted number of verti es in
the onvex hull is bounded by no more than 7 for the
planar ase.
Another observation that we have made through simulation experiments is that the paths in an RRT, while
jagged, are not too far from the shortest path (re all
Figure 3). This is not true for paths generated by a
simpler te hnique, su h as Brownian motion. For paths
in the plane, we have performed repeated experiments
that ompare the distan e of randomly- hosen RRT
verti es to the root by following the RRT path to the
Eu lidean distan e to the root. Experiments were performed in a square region in the plane. The expe ted

a.

b.

Figure 4: a) The onvex hull of an RRT in an \in nitely"
large dis ; b) a 2D RRT that was onstru ted using biased
sampling.

ratio of RRT-path distan e to Eu lidean distan e is
onsistently between 1.3 and 1.7. It would be useful to
establish a theoreti al ratio bound on the path length
in omparison to the optimal length.
5

Designing Path Planners

Se tions 3 and 4 introdu ed the basi RRT and analyzed its exploration properties. Now the fo us is on
developing path planners using RRTs. We generally
onsider the RRT as a building blo k that an be used
to onstru t an eÆ ient planner, as opposed to a path
planning algorithm by itself. For example, one might
use an RRT to es ape lo al minima in a randomized potential eld path planner. In [51℄, an RRT was used as
the lo al planner for the probabilisti roadmap planner.
We present several alternative RRT-based planners in
this se tion. The re ommended hoi e depends on several fa tors, su h as whether di erential onstraints exist, the type of ollision dete tion algorithm, or the
eÆ ien y of nearest neighbor omputations.
Single-RRT Planners In prin iple, the basi RRT
an be used in isolation as a path planner be ause
its verti es will eventually over a onne ted omponent of Xfree, oming arbitrarily lose to any spe ied xgoal . The problem is that without any bias toward the goal, onvergen e might be slow. An improved planner, alled RRT-GoalBias, an be obtained
by repla ing RANDOM STATE in Figure 2 with a

fun tion that tosses a biased oin to determine what
should be returned. If the oin toss yields \heads",
then xgoal is returned; otherwise, a random state is
returned. Even with a small probability of returning
heads (su h as 0:05), RRT-GoalBias usually onverges
to the goal mu h faster than the basi RRT. If too mu h
bias is introdu ed; however, the planner begins to behave like a randomized potential eld planner that is
trapped in a lo al minimum. An improvement alled
RRT-GoalZoom repla es RANDOM STATE with a deision, based on a biased oin toss, that hooses a random sample from either a region around the goal or
the whole state spa e. The size of the region around
the goal is ontrolled by the losest RRT vertex to
the goal at any iteration. The e e t is that the fous of samples gradually in reases around the goal as
the RRT draws nearer. This planner has performed
quite well in pra ti e; however, it is still possible that
performan e is degraded due to lo al minima. In general, it seems best to repla e RANDOM STATE with
a sampling s heme that draws states from a nonuniform probability density fun tion that has a \gradual"
bias toward the goal. Figure 4.b shows an example of
an RRT that was onstru ted by sampling states from
a probability density that assigns equal probability to
on entri ir ular rings. There are still many interesting resear h issues regarding the problem of sampling.
It might be possible to use some of the sampling methods that were proposed to improve the performan e of
probabilisti roadmaps [2, 8℄.
One more issue to onsider is the size of the step that
is used for RRT onstru tion. This ould be hosen dynami ally during exe ution on the basis of a distan e
omputation fun tion that is used for ollision dete tion. If the bodies are far from olliding, then larger
steps an be taken. Aside from following this idea to
obtain an in remental step, how far should the new
state, xnew appear from xnear ? Should we try to onne t xnear to xrand? Instead of attempting to extend
an RRT by an in remental step, EXTEND an be iterated until the random state or an obsta le is rea hed,
as shown in the CONNECT algorithm des ription in
Figure 5. CONNECT an repla e EXTEND, yielding an RRT that grows very qui kly, if permitted by

CONNECT(T ; x)
1 repeat
2
S
EXTEND(T ; x);
3 until not (S = Advan ed)
4 Return S ;
Figure 5: The CONNECT fun tion.

ollision dete tion onstraints and the di erential onstraints. One of the key advantages of the CONNECT
fun tion is that a long path an be onstru ted with
only a single all to the NEAREST NEIGHBOR algorithm. This advantage motivates the hoi e of a greedier algorithm; however, if an eÆ ient nearest-neighbor
algorithm [3, 21℄ is used, as opposed to the obvious
linear-time method, then it might make sense to be
less greedy. After performing dozens of experiments
on a variety of problems, we have found CONNECT
to yield the best performan e for holonomi planning
problems, and EXTEND seems to be the best for nonholonomi problems. One reason for this di eren e is
that CONNECT pla es more faith in the metri , and
for nonholonomi problems it be omes more hallenging to design good metri s.
Bidire tional Planners Inspired by lassi al bidire tional sear h te hniques [43℄, it seems reasonable to
expe t that improved performan e an be obtained by
growing two RRTs, one from xinit and the other from
xgoal ; a solution is found if the two RRTs meet. For a
simple grid sear h, it is straightforward to implement a
bidire tional sear h; however, RRT onstru tion must
be biased to ensure that the trees meet well before overing the entire spa e, and to allow eÆ ient dete tion
of meeting.
Figure 5 shows the RRT BIDIRECTIONAL algorithm, whi h may be ompared to the BUILD RRT algorithm of Figure 1. RRT BIDIRECTIONAL divides
the omputation time between two pro esses: 1) exploring the state spa e; 2) trying to grow the trees into
ea h other. Two trees, Ta and Tb are maintained at
all times until they be ome onne ted and a solution
is found. In ea h iteration, one tree is extended, and
an attempt is made to onne t the nearest vertex of

RRT BIDIRECTIONAL(xinit ; xgoal )
1 Ta.init(xinit ); Tb.init(xgoal );
2 for k = 1 to K do
3
xrand
RANDOM STATE();
4
if not (EXTEND(Ta ; xrand) =Trapped) then
5
if (EXTEND(Tb ; xnew ) =Rea hed) then
6
Return PATH(Ta ; Tb);
7
SWAP(Ta ; Tb);
8 Return Failure
Figure 6: A bidire tional RRT-based planner.

the other tree to the new vertex. Then, the roles are
reversed by swapping the two trees. Growth of two
RRTs was also proposed in [33℄ for kinodynami planning; however, in ea h iteration both trees were in rementally extended toward a random state. The urrent
algorithm attempts to grow the trees into ea h other
half of the time, whi h has been found to yield mu h
better performan e.
Several variations of the above planner an also be
onsidered. Either o urren e of EXTEND may be
repla ed by CONNECT in RRT BIDIRECTIONAL.
Ea h repla ement makes the operation more aggressive. If the EXTEND in Line 4 is repla ed with CONNECT, then the planner aggressively explores the state
spa e, with the same tradeo s that existed for the
single-RRT planner. If the EXTEND in Line 5 is repla ed with CONNECT, the planner aggressively attempts to onne t the two trees in ea h iteration. This
parti ular variant was very su essful at solving holonomi planning problems. For onvenien e, we refer to
this variant as RRT-ExtCon, and the original bidire tional algorithm as RRT-ExtExt. Among the variants
dis ussed thus far, we have found RRT-ExtCon to be
most su essful for holonomi planning [23℄, and RRTExtExt to be best for nonholonomi problems. The
most aggressive planner an be onstru ted by repla ing EXTEND with CONNECT in both Lines 4 and 5,
to yield RRT-ConCon. We are urrently evaluating the
performan e of this variant.
Through extensive experimentation over a wide variety of examples, we have on luded that, when appli-

able, the bidire tional approa h is mu h more eÆ ient
than a single RRT approa h. One short oming of using the bidire tional approa h for nonholonomi and
kinodynami planning problems is the need to make a
onne tion between a pair of verti es, one from ea h
RRT. For a planning problem that involves rea hing
a goal region from an initial state, no onne tions are
ne essary using a single-RRT approa h. The gaps between the two traje tories an be losed in pra ti e by
applying steering methods [29℄, if possible, or lassi al
shooting methods, whi h are often used for numeri al
boundary value problems.
Other Approa hes If a dual-tree approa h o ers
advantages over a single tree, then it is natural to ask
whether growing three or more RRTs might be even
better. These additional RRTs ould be started at random states. Of ourse, the onne tion problem will beome more diÆ ult for nonholonomi problems. Also,
as more trees are onsidered, a ompli ated de ision
problem arises. The omputation time must be divided between attempting to explore the spa e and attempting to onne t RRTs to ea h other. It is also not
lear whi h onne tions should be attempted. Many
resear h issues remain in the development of this and
other RRT-based planners.
It is interesting to onsider the limiting ase in whi h
a new RRT is started for every random sample, xrand.
On e the single-vertex RRT is generated, the CONNECT fun tion from Figure 5 an be applied to every
other RRT. To improve performan e, one might only
onsider onne tions to verti es that are within a xed
distan e of xrand, a ording to the metri . If a onne tion su eeds, then the two RRTs are merged into
a single graph. The resulting algorithm simulates the
behavior of the probabilisti roadmap approa h to path
planning [24℄. Thus, the probabilisti roadmap an be
onsidered as an extreme version of an RRT-based algorithm in whi h a maximum number of separate RRTs
are onstru ted and merged.
6

Implementations and Experiments

In this se tion, results for four di erent types of problems are summarized: 1) holonomi planning, 2) non-

holonomi planning, 3) kinodynami planning, and
4) planning for systems with losed kinemati hains.
Presently, we have onstru ted two planning systems
based on RRTs. One is written in Gnu C++ and
LEDA, and experiments were ondu ted on a 500Mhz
Pentium III PC running Linux. This implementation is very general, allowing many planning variants
and models to be onsidered; however, it is limited to
planar obsta les and robots, and performs naive ollision dete tion. The software an be obtained from
http://janowie . s.iastate.edu/lavalle/rrt/. The se ond implementation is written in SGI C++ and SGI's
OpenInventor library, and experiments were ondu ted
on a 200MHz SGI Indigo2 with 128MB. This implementation onsiders 3D models, and was parti ularly
designed in lusion in a software platform for automating the motions of digital a tors [22℄. Currently, we
are onstru ting a third implementation, whi h is expe ted to be general-purpose, support 3D models, and
be based on freely-available ollision dete tion and efient nearest neighbor libraries.

Holonomi planning experiments Through nu-

merous experiments, we have found RRT-based planners to be very eÆ ient for holonomi planning. Note
that our planners attempt to nd a solution without performing pre omputations over the entire state
spa e, and are therefore suited for single-query path
planning problems. The probabilisti roadmap approa h performs signi ant pre omputation, whi h is
motivated by its design for multiple-query path planning (i.e., the same environment is used to solve numerous problems). Thus, straightforward performan e
omparisons between the probabilisti roadmap approa h and RRT-based approa hes is not possible, as
they are designed with di erent intentions. It is easy
to onstru t single-query examples on whi h an RRTbased planner will be superior by nding a solution well
before overing the entire state spa e, and it is easy to
onstru t mutiple-query problems in whi h the probabilisti roadmap approa h will be superior by relying
repeatedly on its pre omputed roadmap.
Most of the experiments in this se tion were ondu ted on the 200MHz SGI Indigo2. The CONNECT

fun tion is most e e tive when one an expe t relatively open spa es for the majority of the planning
queries. We rst performed hundreds of experiments
on over a dozen examples for planning the motions of
rigid obje ts in 2D, resulting in 2D and 3D on guration spa es. Path smoothing was performed on the
nal paths to redu e jaggedness. Figure 7 depi ts a
omputed solution for a 3D model of a grand piano
moving from one room to another amidst walls and
low obsta les. Several tri ky rotations are required of
the piano in order to solve this query. Manipulation
planning experiments have been ondu ted for a model
of a 6-DOF Puma industrial manipulator arm. Combined with an inverse kinemati s algorithm, the RRTExtCon planner fa ilitates a task-level ontrol me hanism for planning manipulation motions by omputing
three motions for a high-level request to move an obje t: 1) move the arm to grasp an obje t; 2) move the
obje t to a target lo ation; 3) release the obje t and
return the arm to its rest position. Several snapshots
of a path to move a book from the middle shelf to the
bottom shelf of a desk is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7: Moving a Piano

Figure 8: A 6-DOF Puma robot moving a book

Figure 9 shows a human hara ter playing hess.
Ea h of the motions ne essary to rea h, grasp, and
reposition a game pie e on the virtual hess board were
generated using the RRT-ExtCon planner in an average of 2 se onds on the 200 MHz SGI Inidigo2. The
human arm is modeled as a 7-DOF kinemati hain,
and the entire s ene ontains over 8,000 triangle primitives. The 3D ollision he king software used for these
experiments was the RAPID library based on OBBTrees developed by the University of North Carolina
[35℄. The speed of the planner allows for the user to
intera t with the hara ter in real-time, and even engage in an intera tive game of \virtual hess". The
planner an also handle more ompli ated queries with
narrow passages in Xfree, su h as the assembly maintenan e s ene depi ted in Figure 10. Here, the task
is to grasp the tool from within the box and pla e it
inside the tra tor wheel housing. Solving this parti ular set of queries takes an average of 80 se onds on the
SGI Indigo2, and about 15 se onds on a high-end SGI
(R10000 pro essor). The s ene ontains over 13,000
triangles.
The nal holonomi planning example, shown in Figure 11, was solved using the RRT-ExtExt planner.

Figure 9: Playing a game of virtual hess

Figure 11: A narrow- orridor example, designed for evaluating randomized path planners.

plore to mu h of the surrounding spa e (some of this
might be due to the lu ky pla ement of the orridor
in the enter of the world). One average, about 1500
nodes are generated, and the problem is solved in two
se onds on a PC using naive ollision he king.

Nonholonomi planning experiments Several

Figure 10: A path planning problem that involves nding
and using a hammer in a virtual world.

This problem was presented in [8℄ as a test hallenge
for randomized path planners due to the narrow passageways that exist in the on guration spa e when
the \U"-shaped obje t passes through the enter of the
world. In the example shown, the RRT does not ex-

nonholonomi planning examples are shown in Figures 12 and 13. These examples were omputed using
the RRTExtExt planner, and the average omputation
times were less than ve se onds on the PC using naive
ollision dete tion. The four examples in Figure 12 involve ar-like robots that moves at onstant speed under di erent nonholonomi models. A 2D proje tion of
the RRTs is shown for ea h ase, along with the omputed path from an initial state to a goal state. The top
two pi tures show paths omputed for a 3-DOF model,
using the standard kinemati s for a ar-like robot [26℄.
In the rst example, the ar is allowed to move in
both forward and reverse. In the se ond example, the
ar an move forward only. In the rst example in
the se ond row in Figure 12, the ar is only allowed to
turn left in varying degrees! The planner is still able to
over ome this diÆ ult onstraint and bring the robot
to its goal. The nal example uses a 4-DOF model,

Figure 12: Several ar-like robots.

whi h results in ontinuous urvature paths [47℄. The
variable x represents the orientation of the wheels,
and u represents a hange in the steering angle.
The nal nonholonomi planning problem involves
the 4-DOF ar pulling three trailers, resulting in a 7DOF system. The kinemati s are given in [41℄. The
goal is to pull the ar with trailers out of one stall,
and ba k it into another. The RRTs shown orrespond
to one of the best exe utions; in other iterations the
exploration was mu h slower due to metri problems.
Kinodynami planning experiments Several kinodynami planning experiments have been performed
for both non-rotating and rotating rigid obje ts in 2D
and 3D worlds with velo ity and a eleration bounds
obeying L norms. For the 2D ase, ontrollability issues were studied re ently in [38℄. The dynami models were derived from Newtonian me hani s of rigid
bodies in non-gravity environments, ex ept for the last
example, whi h involves a \lunar lander" in an environment with gravity. All experiments utilized a
simple metri on X based on a weighted Eu lidean
distan e for position oordinates and their derivatives, along with a weighted metri on unit quaternions for rotational oordinates and their derivatives.
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Figure 13: A nonholonomi planning problem that involves a ar pulling three trailers. There are seven degrees
of freedom.

All experiments were performed using variants of the
RRT BIDIRECTIONAL planner. Other kinodynami
planning experiments are presented in [33℄.
First, we onsider the ase of a rigid obje t with two
unilateral thrusters ea h produ ing a torque of opposite
sign, su h as the one des ribed in [38℄. Ea h thruster
provides a line of for e xed in the body frame that
restri ts its motion to a plane. This model is similar to
that of a hover raft, navigating with drift. The state
spa e of this system has 6 degrees of freedom, but only
3 ontrols: translate forward, rotate lo kwise, and rotate ounter- lo kwise are provided. Figure 14 shows
the result obtained after 13,600 nodes. The total omputation time for this example was 4.2 minutes.
We next onsider the ase of a fully-orientable satellite model with limited translation. The satellite is
assumed to have momentum wheels that enable it to
orient itself along any axis, and a single pair of opposing thruster ontrols that allow it to translate along
the primary axis of the ylinder. This model has a
12-dimensional state spa e. The task of the satellite,
modeled as a rigid ylindri al obje t, is to perform a
ollision-free do king maneuver into the argo bay of
the spa e shuttle model amidst a loud of obsta les.
Figure 15 shows the andidate solution found after

Figure 14: A omputed traje tory for the planar body with
unilateral thrusters that allow it to rotate freely but translate
only in the forward dire tion.
Figure 16: A spa e raft is required to navigate through
hazardous terrain and do k safely in spite of gravity.

Figure 17: Two manipulators transport a ross-shaped obje t while maintaining kinemati losure.

tral thruster on the bottom of the raft, and a smaller
thruster on ea h side to provide lateral movements.

Planning for losed kinemati hains Figure 17
Figure 15: The do king maneuver omputed for the fullyorientable satellite model. The satellite's initial state is in
the lower left orner, and the goal state is in the interior of
the argo bay of the shuttle.

23,800 states were explored. The total omputation
time was 8.4 minutes.
The another kinodynami planning example is
shown in Figure 16 for a \lunar lander" that navigates
in a 2D environment with gravity. There is one en-

shows a problem that involves a kinemati losure onstraint that must be maintained in addition to performing holonomi path planning. Many more examples and experiments are dis ussed in [52℄. In the initial state, the losure onstraint is satis ed. The in remental simulator performs lo al motions that maintain
with losure onstraint within a spe i ed toleran e.
7

Dis ussion

We have presented a general framework for developing randomized path planning algorithms based on the
on ept of Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRTs).
After extensive experimentation, we are satis ed with
the results obtained to date. There is, however, sig-

ni ant room for improvement given the omplexity of
problems that arise in many appli ations. To date, we
believe we have presented the rst randomized path
planning te hniques that are parti ularly designed for
handling di erential onstraints (without ne essarily
requiring steering ability). RRTs have also led to very
eÆ ient planners for single-query holonomi path planning.
Several issues and topi s are mentioned below, whi h
are under urrent investigation.
Designing Metri s The primary drawba k with the
RRT-based methods is the sensitivity of the performan e on the hoi e of the metri , . All of the results
presented in Se tion 6 were obtained by assigning a
simple, weighted Eu lidean metri for ea h model (the
same metri was used for di erent olle tions of obstales). Nevertheless, we observed that the omputation
time varies dramati ally for some problems as the metri is varied. This behavior warrants areful investigation into the e e ts of metri s. This problem might
seem similar to the hoi e of a potential fun tion for
the randomized potential eld planer; however, sin e
RRTs eventually perform uniform exploration, the performan e degradation is generally not as severe as a
lo al minimum problem. Metri s that would fail miserably as a potential fun tion ould still yield good
performan e in an RRT-based planner.
In general, we an hara terize the ideal hoi e of
a metri (te hni ally this should be alled a pseudometri due to the violation of some metri properties).
Consider a ost or loss fun tional, L, de ned as
ZT
L=
l(x(t); u(t))dt + lf (x(T )):
0

As examples, this ould orrespond to the distan e
traveled, the energy onsumed, or the time elapsed during the exe ution of a traje tory. The optimal ost to
go from x to x0 an be expressed as
(Z T
)

0
 (x; x ) = min
l(x(t); u(t))dt + lf (x(T )) :
ut
( )

0

Ideally,  would make an ideal metri be ause it indiates \ loseness" as the ability to bring the state from

to x0 while in urring little ost. For holonomi planning, nearby states in terms of a weighted Eu lidean
metri are easy to rea h, but for nonholonomi problems, it an be diÆ ult to design a good metri . The
ideal metri has appeared in similar ontexts as the
nonholonomi metri (see [29℄), the value fun tion [49℄,
and the ost-to-go fun tion [4, 30℄. Of ourse, omputing  is as diÆ ult as solving the original planning
problem! It is generally useful, however, to onsider 
be ause the performan e of RRT-based planners seems
to generally degrade as  and  diverge. An e ort to
make a rude approximation to , even if obsta les are
negle ted, will probably lead to great improvements in
performan e.
EÆ ient Nearest-Neighbors One of the key bottlene ks in onstru tion of RRTs so far has been nearest neighbor omputations. To date, we have only
implemented the naive approa h in whi h every vertex is ompared to the sample state. Fortunately,
the development of eÆ ient nearest-neighbor for highdimensional problems has been a topi of a tive interest
in re ent years (e.g., [3, 21℄). Te hniques exist that an
ompute nearest neighbors (or approximate nearestneighbors) in near-logarithmi time in the number of
verti es, as opposed to the naive method whi h takes
linear time. Implementation and experimentation with
nearest neighbor te hniques is expe ted to dramati ally
improve performan e. Three additional on erns must
be addressed: 1) any data stru ture that is used for
eÆ ient nearest neighbors must allow in remental insertions to be made eÆ iently due to the in remental onstru tion of an RRT, and 2) the method must
support whatever metri , , is hosen, and 3) simple
adaptations must be made to a ount for the topology
of the state spa e (espe ially in the ase of S and P ,
whi h arise from rotations).
Variational Optimization Due to randomization,
it is obvious that the generated traje tories are not optimal, even within their homotopy lass. For randomized approa hes to holonomi planning, it is ustomary
to perform simple path smoothing to partially optimize
the solution paths. Simple and eÆ ient te hniques an
be employed in this ase; however, in the presen e of
x

1
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di erential onstraints, the problem be omes slightly
more ompli ated. In general, variational te hniques
from lassi al optimal ontrol theory an be used to optimize traje tories produ ed by our methods. For many
problems, a traje tory that is optimal over the homotopy lass that ontains the original traje tory an be
obtained. These te hniques work by iteratively making small perturbations to the traje tory by slightly
varying the inputs and verifying that the global onstraints are not violated. Sin e variational te hniques
require a good initial starting traje tory, they an be
onsidered as omplementary to the RRT-based planners. In other words, the RRT-based planners an produ e good guesses for variational optimization te hniques. The bidire tional planner ould be adapted to
general traje tories in multiple homotopy lasses. In
ombination with variational te hniques, it might be
possible to develop an RRT-based planner that produ es traje tories that improve over time, ultimately
onverging probabilisti ally to a globally-optimal traje tory.
Collision Dete tion For ollision dete tion in our
previous implementations, we have not yet exploited
the fa t that RRTs are based on in remental motions.
Given that small hanges usually o ur between ongurations, a data stru ture an be used that dramati ally improves the performan e of ollision dete tion
and distan e omputation [18, 34, 40, 44℄. For pairs
of onvex polyhedral bodies, the methods proposed in
[34, 40℄ an ompute the distan e between losest pairs
of points in the world in \almost onstant time." It is
expe ted that these methods ould dramati ally improve performan e. For holonomi planning, it seems
best to take the largest step possible given the distan e measurement (a given distan e value an provide a guarantee that the on guration an hange by
a pres ribed amount without ausing ollision). This
might, however, ountera t the performan e bene ts of
the in remental distan e omputation methods. Further resear h is required to evaluate the tradeo s.
Appli ations in Roboti s Most of the problems
onsidered thus far in our experiments are motivated
by roboti s appli ations. We are urrently working to-

wards developing a kinodynami planner for determining open-loop traje tories for basi manipulation and
motor tasks for humanoid robots, su h as the Honda
humanoid. For example, a task might be to apply a
spe i ed for e to a nail using a hammer. An RRTbased kinodynami planner ould be used to ompute
automati ally a traje tory for the robot arm and hand
that would arrive at a state that produ es the desired
for e. A system of this omplexity involves more degrees of freedom than we have onsidered at this point,
and several of the issues mentioned above will have to
be investigated further to a hieve this goal. We are
also generally interested in evaluating the RRT-based
planners on as many models and problems as possible. It is hoped that some day it might be possible to
hange the in remental simulator (and orresponding
state transition equation) for nonholonomi and kinodynami problems as easily as one presently hanges
the obsta les in a holonomi path planning method.
Appli ations in Virtual Prototyping Sin e RRTs
produ e open-loop traje tories, their potential for appli ation seems greatest when feedba k is not ne essary at any stage. In virtual prototyping, me hani al
designs are evaluated through simulation in a virtual
environment, without requiring the design of a feedba k motion strategy. We are presently experimenting
with vehi le dynami s models to answer questions su h
as, \Can this ar perform a rapid lane hange without
losing ontrol?" or \Is it possible that this minivan
ould ip over sideways through some ombination of
inputs?". An RRT-based planner an be used as a
kind of virtual \stunt driver" that tries to determine
potential aws early in the design pro ess. In addition
to ars, we an imagine appli ations to air raft, spa eraft, hover rafts, submarines, and a wide variety of
me hani al ma hinery.
Appli ations in Computer Graphi s There are
two avenues to pursue in omputer graphi s. RRTbased planning methods have been used so far for the
automation of digital a tors in a virtual environment
[22℄. In industries su h as entertainment and edu ation, we expe t to observe an in reasing need to automate the motions of a variety of geometri bodies.

In addition to using RRTs for planning, they might
also be useful dire tly as a modeling tool. The images
in Figure 3 are similar to those produ ed by Di usion
Limited Aggregation (DLA) [46℄, whi h has been applied to onstru t a wide variety of images for problems su h as rystal growth, erosion patterns, natural
plants, et . DLAs are grown by in rementally a umulating points that be ome \stu k" in the existing
stru ture after performing a random walk that starts
at in nity. Both DLAs and RRTs an be onsidered
as sto hasti fra tals. Given the eÆ ien y of the RRT
onstru tion method, parti ularly in light of eÆ ient
nearest-neighbor algorithms, it ould be ome a useful
modeling tool for generating fra tal-based s enes.
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Appendix

Proofs of the propositions from Se ton 4 are in luded
here.
Lemma 1 Let x be any point in Xfree , and let x denote any initial RRT vertex. Let B(x) denote a ball
of radius , entered on x. Let B0 (x) = B(x) \ Xfree.
Note that (B0(x)) > 0, in whi h  denotes the volume
(or measure) of a set. Initially, d (x) = (x; x ). At
ea h RRT iteration, the probability that the randomlyhosen point will lie in B0(x) is stri tly positive. Therefore, if all RRT verti es lie outside of B(x), then
E [Dk ℄
E [Dk ℄ > b for some positive real number
b > 0. This implies that lim P [dk (x) < ℄ = 1. 4
k!1
Lemma 2 Let x denote any initial RRT vertex. If
x and x are in the same onne ted omponent of a
bounded open set, then there exists a sequen e, x ,
x , : : :, xk , of states su h that a sequen e of balls,
B = B (x ), : : :, Bk (xk ), an be onstru ted with
Bi \ B i
6= ; for ea h i 2 f1; : : : ; n 1g, x 2 B ,
and x 2 Bk . Let Ci = Bi \ Bi . Note that B an
be onstru ted so that ea h Ci is open, whi h implies
that (Ci ) > 0. Lemma 1 an be applied indu tively
to ea h Ci to on lude that nlim
P [dn (xi ) < ℄ = 1 for
!1
a point in xi 2 Ci . In ea h ase,  an be sele ted to
guarantee that an RRT vertex lies in Ci . Eventually,
the probability approa hes one that an RRT vertex will
fall into Bk . One nal appli ation of Lemma 1 implies
that P [dn(x) < ℄ = 1. 4
Theorem 4 Consider the set Yk = fx 2
Xfree j (x; v ) >  8v 2 Vk g, in whi h Vk is the set of
RRT verti es after iteration k. Intuitively, this represents the \un overed" portion of Xfree. From Lemma
2, it follows that Yk  Yk and (Yk ) approa hes zero
as k approa hes in nity. Re all that the RRT onstru tion algorithm adds a vertex to V if the sample
lies within  of another vertex in V ( is the RRT step
size). Ea h time this o urs, the new RRT vertex follows the same probability density as X . Be ause (Yk )
approa hes zero, the probability density fun tions of X
and Xk di er only on some set Zk  Yk . Sin e (Yk )
approa hes zero as k approa hes in nity, (Zk ) also
approa hes zero. Sin e (Zk ) approa hes zero and the
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probability density fun tion of X is smooth, Xk onverges to X in probability. 4
Theorem 5 The argument pro eeds by indu tion
on i. Assume that the RRT ontains xi as a vertex after some nite number of iterations. Consider
the Voronoi diagram asso iated with the RRT verti es. There exists a positive real number, , su h that
(V or(xi )) >
in whi h V or(xi ) denotes the Voronoi
region asso iated with xi . If a random sample falls
within V or(xi ), the vertex will be sele ted for extension, and a random input is applied; thus, xi has probability (V or(xi ))=(Xfree ) of being sele ted. There
exists a se ond positive real number, (whi h depends
on ), su h that the probabilty that the orre t input,
ui , is sele ted is at least . If both xi and ui have probability of at least of being sele ted in ea h iteration,
then the probability tends to one that the next step
in the solution traje tory will be onstru ted. This argument is applied indu tively from x to xk , until the
nal state xgoal = xk is rea hed. 4
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